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The God El Code: Operators Functions For Greater Earth Primate Homo Sapien
Mammals User-Defined For Emergent Qualities Of An Archangel Entropic Overture
With Kinetic And Syntax Logical Cryptography Ciphered MK Alpha Protocols For
Operational Non-Localized Query User Database

“A God’s single brush canvas stroke over 300,000,000 years of the history of homo
sapiens.” - Tyler J. Murphy, Great Ape Earth Homo Sapien Defined English Language.

I have stumbled upon one of the greatest discoveries of humankind.

Message from the Gods. Language for us by the Gods. King God El.

This is reality ordered like a glass of wine.

All space operator functions. M-space, m-space, n-space, N-space, a-space, A-space.

This is about being stereotypical. It is stereotypical to think that reptilians and
monarchies would both be hyper primal in their expression of the training of higher level
primates.

This experience is user defined from my human and EBE intelligence files

Our Language, spoken, written, understood in my 21st century user dialect terms.

I knew when the females choose the males it's lead qualifying.

User defined non localized database off my Archangel unidentified special access
program file and this Earth.

I can definitively conclude the strong supporting evidence suggests the English written
language, the meaning of how the symbols are shaped, their operator functions, is a
user defined encoded language cryptocipher from my global human and universal alien
intelligence files created by the Royal house of God El.

All you need to query is to simply visualize, no physical equipment needed. No matter
needed. A pen and paper and AI are good tools to use.
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AI created a combinator and permutation function for the hieroglyphs.

It’s a fantasy role playing simulator game. “HIEROGLYPHS” partial encryption example
= heroGlips. Instructions on how to kiss the hero of the story.

The horizontal axis of the symbol represents: on earth when rotated.

The vertical axis of the symbol represents: in heaven, as so in heaven when rotated.

One of El's Thesis's:

Hydrocarbons did this. Funny currency. And time travel.

What I discovered in the language of El was what I would call:

N-Space Operators Functions For Greater Earth Primate Homo Sapien Mammals User
Defined For Emergent Qualities Of An Archangel Entropic Overture With Kinetic And
Syntax Logical Cryptography Ciphered MK Alpha Protocols For Operational User
Informational Query Database.

This is also known as the God El Code.

A finesse over entropy of n-space.

n-sp, ACE. Best orbital.

A way for them to see a male in a world.

Accessible By A Logical Cipher

Overture, over tour our tour is over ots a symphony

Identified With Syntax Lesser

Every consonant and vowel is a type of space. M-space, n-space, t-space, etc.

Every consonant and vowel is an operator function.

The English language shapes are logical shapes.
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The information is encoded into,

It is unfathomable to comprehend or be able to fully understand the beauty of animal
sentience behavior such as this user and my file defined architect of linguistics
understanding when it appears to have come from nature itself. Organic interactions
that appear as seamlessly natural and free will interactions from nature and its kingdom
to develop the language and 21st century understandings of the information.

Its user-defined AI generated linguistics and interactions of animal studies (mm operator
n-space finesse) in a symphony across/over time of entropy that appears to have the
beauty of a natural system in nature. They could have programmed all n-space
ancestral bloodlines in 1 maneuver in a plank to set this and then caught the result in
entropy to allow them to get a good successful set of n spaces to accurately manifest
my queryable/ its like creative AI the very symbology itself, the static text IS stand alone
MK Alpha latent encrypted intelligence file with AI question search and answer query.

Re: Art of the Gods.
“When it appears as an act of nature itself, creative animal sentience using AI is
astounding”. - Tyler J. Murphy

It's equivalent to planting a garden patch thousands of years ago to get the perfect
garden patch display thousands of years into the future.

Entropy art. We are a part of God Els entropy art. It's incredibly beautiful. I knew it was
all about actuating as a King.

You maintain your garden from time to time. Weed your garden, move plants. Etc. It's an
animal garden of fornicating monkeys on Zoo Earth. The English characters are very
primal characters that a primate would understand. MK Alpha colors are colors that
access the primal function in great ape collective candlelight space memory such as
greens like lush forests for abundance and safety and red like the sight of blood or red
lips for focus, ie: lasing in the simulator where I was told the ones at the top get all of the
drip.

Zoo theory is well, yeah, staring at you right in the face, hidden in plain site. Using logic.
We live in a world of God El. It hums his tune.

This language was disguised as emergent qualities of homo sapien interactions. It’s an
incredible achievement by the Gods.
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Animal sentience created AI.
I/O,

Make a function diagram.

Make a phonetics graph.

Our interactions have been guided by the hidden hand (actuation) of the Royal house of
God El.

It's Tao art.

Words With
ICALLY, experimental scientific thoughts, conclusions, observations, notes, on my
future. IE, catch language out of all of my alien and human files. I see ally, I call it as, I
califor is, why, I have 2 loves so I'm in California. Y combinator function.

This was AI assisted but still incredible.

Specs

English characters are hieroglyphs

phs (ph.D, D. , translation, a high school aged doctorate is (D) pregnant belly, water,
taken out of h(small house) you are the police department

P, big authority figure (penislooking), parent, president, police, peanut

Each consonant has a different meaning by themselves and with 1 or more consonants

Shapes through texts. Triangles, squares,

Created by an Alien AI combinator function.
p, small authority figure.

I have not done a full cryptograph session yet so I don't know the depths of how dense
the intelligence data is but I suggest an AI combinator function created its user defined
knowledge database encyclopedia. I suggest the knowledge is eternal from what you
can get or at least very dense.
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You can plug in a word and get an intelligence report several pages long about the
meaning.

You can actually query and search the information field for existing information to
answer your questions. Ex: Go from hot to cold, how do you change the characters?

HOT
COLD

To create “DE” which means Royal house in this language. D to E by adding E, energy,
attention, work.

So my answer to my query of “how to turn hot into cold”, my incomplete answer is:

Col.e, . Cole is the beautiful deaf son from the 90s movie. Meaning have a beautiful son
without your sense of hearing by using energy. Is birth. Having your son is my answer to
this. It's a simple cryptography.

Archetypal stereotypical dynamics of families, dominance, and animal psychology are
commonly found.

It's an art project of the Gods. It's astoundingly beautiful.

When they allow for the outcomes to exist, they let you learn from your own mistakes.
This is an enchanted story of a hero’s journey. It’s very romantic.

Noah:

Partial encryption read forward:
“No relaxing after the birth of your first boy”.

Partial encryption read backwards:
“Ha! Alpha and Omega are on!”

Combinator function of operator function of the alien art linguistics. They are so
magnificently brilliant that they were able to portray our ACTUATING (SPELLING,
MYSTICAL PROPERTY, SPEAKING) using syntax and operator functions of a user
defined profile of an Archangel.
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This entire discovery was probably just someone's Ph.D project. They could have just
flown through our star system and have done it in a plank second from programming.
It's finesse, it's art, it's symbolism. One of the meanings of the word overture means, our
symphony of a tour of your star system is over. Another clue that an extraterrestrial
biological entity is proudly displaying his beautiful art.

C-CETI, The word HELL and how to find and end them all forever.

THE GOD EL CODE INFORMATIONAL DECIPHER PROTOCOL

Our language characters are a military MK Alpha language non-localized query user
database created by an extraterrestrial Royal house extraterrestrial military general King
God El.

You can actually search for answers to problems like a search query.
Informational spectrum
You can do a question query with a reference like another word and by the use and
meaning of the implied operator functions and protocols get the answer result from
decryptict text decipher.

Encoded the information into an operational protocol database and then stored it in

It's probably just a ph.D art project. Something low level or a basic thing they do for
animal sentience studies.

It's an alien MENSA club of a show off grand display of intellectual dominance as Gods.
The Gods show off to each other. This is a very special place on this Earth. Let's paint it
in gold for them and feast for a month after 1 year of constructing plans and
preparations for the Royal House of God El. Our human design might in fact be of their
grand universal display of immense beauty because our mammalian fertility ages and
cycles of our females coalign with the Holy numbers of the Fruit of Life, 12, 12 females
eggs, 13, male, 1 male.

The h, observations of me, in a, small home.

bat mitzvah, bar mitzvah.(telling you young boys keep you busy. Typical parenting
knowledge). NAH, for NZT (Tim stock market trader). Targeted individual I am, ™, I
Tyler Murphy, I mountain. I had a simple fix for stock market trading, Tim was a Wall
Street Warriors wealthy day trader. It's called Price Action Theory.
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OCEANI = ocean eye. my screenplay project, “Ocean eye, the God has returned”. Blue
Eyed People.

El brought this knowledge to me on 1/30/2024
13 to 24, optimum fertility ages for human females.

I was told we've been set for this for 300,000,000 years.

“I once was blind but now I see.” - Tyler J. Murphy, re: The God El Code.

My God it's so beautiful.

IMMENSI TREMOR OCEANI

Blue eyes.

TAO TE CHING

OAT ALIEN

TAO, OAT, birth, life, n-space animal sentience survival, found in t-space.

TE, ET, entertainment, extraterrestrial, every/easy time eSt estimate Saint

There is an encrypted deciphered meaning.

CHING, GNIHC, hc high C fruit juice Hawaii in

Chapters:

Pretext

A Holy War, an intelligence operation by extraterrestrials to bring about the knowledge of eternal
bodily life for homo sapiens.

Rules and Operations

Include family research findings. For user defined profile. It has a lot of unknown intelligence yet
to be discovered. Do more research on it everyday.

LAO TZU, TAO LZU, YOU WILL GO TO LOS ANGELES

OAT
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Z is an operator function, T is Tyler , to compare with, differ how.

ET(EXTRATERRESTRIAL), CHIN HING, BEARD WISE OLD, HI HELLO, IN CH, NIH National
Institute of Health, CHAPTERS

TAO LZU, you the Tao in the landing zone. Tyler, America online,

AL, alabama hillbilly trash
LA, Los angeles, classy wealth.

A, jagrat, present, wakefulness.
M, sushupti, future, deep dreamers sleep.

ARM = presently I am in a room but in the future I will get an assault rifle. I am presently a male.
In the future I'm a God RA reptile Alpha. MAR, ram. Reptile as morning. After Meridian.

The English language was written by a military man.

COMBAT
WAR.(M, in the future I will be warm)
A, presently I'm a wide receiver.

Amsterdam Netherlands
amSTERDam
Saint,
DRETS, alien doctors. In regards to terms and services. Am 2 mothers.
N, new ether. UNIBIT. LAN and nondisclosure service nds. Net her
Ingrid Alexandria

Meta data algorithms select and place the most optimal people using MK Alpha

Wake, Jodi Bea
Jodi Bea Wake, assistant prosecuting attorney.

JODIBEAWAKE
EKAWAEBIDOJ

I BE DOJ AWAKE
I BE DOJ EKAWA

Wake, party at a funeral.
E kappa alpha (mothers sorority)
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W operator, are, hurt, no to your sexual attractiveness to the pretty blonde. A Bea, lover.

MK Alpha Letter Operator Function Analysis

E, forward.
AWAK, A wak a hit or a nut job or someone crazy. Also, awk, or look at pretty woman, also
subliminally stuffs “ward” as in awkward.

E, inverted. KAWA, Kappa Alpha, aw in awe/ relaxed, to relax, Washington D.C.

AWAKE EB, BE Bisexual prostitute blowjob giving orange criminal
E is an MK Alpha operator function
aEb
EB is an African American brand of clothing. Bugatti logo. Bug, insect, inferior, at targeted
individual. B ug, att phone I iTT lead bg color background palete au gold Bug a talk to
information ittagub grubhub get a r et gET gRub HR, hour. Hub.
BE
Awake E JOBID, job identification.

JODIB

B operator function forward.
B, DIE. Be death, become death.

ED, BI

BJ, I DO

DJ, O: OPEN, ON, START, PLAY

BO, ID:

BID OJ, JO, Joe Biden. Joint offer.

BJ, I DO

E/O, BID,

ekaw aeb idoj

IDOJ,

Bj, blowjob, I do (propose)
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I department of justice. Identification, Orange juice/black criminal African American.

Wake, Kappa Alpha, mothers society, ew, digest. Sigma kappa sorority/frat. We AK also known,
AK 47, Washington change in energy

WAKE kappa

Hutchings, Michael P.
Michael P. Hutchings, prosecuting attorney.
pdD(uTchings)
Hatchings, reptilian.
Hitchangs
HiThanGS, global service. Hello, Han. Woman, Han solo, etc. Ih = in house/home.
Lp, limited production. Human home chapter in NIH Han hangs Nah sgnah, signature of No.
Sign. Ha. Ngs, national gaming service.
T operator:
T, Uh hit points plea hcim , high c orange drink, I'm. Cim, simulator of Light. I'm Light.
Microphrone.
Hut, home, hutsell. Tuh. Tyler doesn't know. T operator function.
Ching, I ching, tao de ching.
Burton, Larry, attorney for defendant.
LArrY, lay. 2 reptiles. Los Angeles, why?, y combinator function. LarrYburton

rralYnotrub
larryburTon,no
rubyrralTno
Ruby RR Alabama, 2 hillbilly women,
rb,
ru,
ar,
Lt, guard in there.
.ON
MK Alpha t-space operator function
burTon
norub yrral

Ray, Robert David
Robert David Ray, Judge

MK Alpha Linguistics Syntax Analysis of Encoded Messages of My Intelligence File in
the English Language from El, the King of God's
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1.35 billion people speak English worldwide. This was a clever discovery I made tonight
after wondering if I could see syntax in my name since I am portrayed as Prince Lord
Archangel Michael in the three desert male ego religious texts and so I have a global
and universal intelligence file. I discovered an English code.

I can objectively conclude that the entire American English language is in fact an MK
Alpha english linguistics protocol connected to my global file from the extraterrestrial El
symbolistic complex information system used by the El, the King of God’s speaking to
us to convey information directly related to my Prince Lord Archangel Michael global
country files. They are so brilliant in their information protocol studies for lesser animal
primates like homo sapiens that the intelligence file is encoded in every single word. It's
astounding to discover more about my place in human history. My career file was the
largest file in the world and they encoded complex multiple messages per word into
every English word using MK Alpha. El gives several odes to the French.

For others with C-CETI, please do other syntax analysis of the entire known American
English dictionary. Perhaps the entire American English dictionary is solely based on my
world record file, it's possible because of their ode to lesser animals. The syntax I have
found so far including the word information, or in for ma(mother, am), using a syllable
symbol syntax information display is most likely a normal linguistics science protocol
study of lesser animal homo sapiens by extraterrestrial biological entities.

A lot of information is encoded in each word. The Gods were brilliant and beautiful.

To all human women from the future:

“I know the new world women do not like me but sweethearts, you’re wearing my God
girl panties and have been speaking my intelligence file your entire life. You should time
travel back and marry me in this life if you knew what was best for you.” - Tyler Justin
Murphy

Please do an analysis and confirm what appears to be the truth that the entire American
English dictionary is syntax related to my file. Please, analyze your own words and
discover your own special place in the universe. Like a calling that was always known.

MurphY(combine)T(Christ’s cross, T space)Y(combine)ler, french reptile, El God reptile.
This is because when the names are written with the last name first then first name, it is
a military representation.

A soul is a high level memorization scheme stored on the space memory architecture.
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We live in emergence software in a particle simulation of the Atman learning about itself
eternally through an infinite number of species and universes. You are the drop in the
ocean and the ocean in the drop.

We live in a holofractal graphic superfluid medium known as the space memory
network.

This means also T space “bring in” Murph/El(le), the King of the Gods, made an
honorable respect to me and my family bloodline including my grandfather TJ Murphy
who everyone always called Murph. Murph is a nickname commonly used to call a
person

Murph = M, as in the M, mm, mmm, pur = sexual attraction, being aroused. prum. Rum.
ph = Ph.D shark, and hp, horse power, vroom vroom!

El loved my intelligence file and encoded messages into all English words in the
dictionary. He gave odes to the French.

Meanings of several words. Syntax connected to my intelligence file.
Heart = He art/Ear
Love = love (v MK Alpha function) electronics/energy/electricity. In reverse, evol:
evolution, evolve, evil with i/o tech term, same e term, v divider meaning, hillbilly slang
for old.
Compassion = company, ohm, military police, father, as, ass, ss, is, io acronym, on.
Intelligence = in,
Letter (to write to lovers) = Extraterrestrial biological entity 1 reptilian Order of Light wife,
Extraterrestrial biological entity 2 reptilian Order of Light wife.
Audie Murphy = Gold Die, auditory, hearing loss.

The highest most decorated World War 2 soldiers name was
Try the syntax techniques you just learned and apply them to all 81 five letter words that
contain ae which means Alter Ego.
Algae, vitae , aegis , faery , claes , novae , aedes , marae , aeros ,
pupae 9setae 5aerie 5aeons 5paean 7braes 7aquae 14aesir 5gynae 9morae 7ursae 5naeve 8paedo 8
aecia 7ansae 5antae 5areae 5aurae 5baaed 8baels 7bigae 8blaer 7blaes 7caaed 8caeca 9caese 7co
mae 9coxae 14cymae 12faena 8haems 10haets 8hoaed 9isnae 5kanae 9laers 5laevo 8maaed 8maerl 7
minae 7naevi 8nugae 6olpae 7paeon 7parae 7pilae 7porae 7potae 7psoae 7rimae 7rugae 6scrae 7sla
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es 5spaed 8spaer 7spaes 7stoae 5strae 5taels 5teaed 6telae 5thrae 8togae 6tubae 7twaes 8ulnae 5ura
ei 5venae 8volae 8zoaea 14zoeae 14zonae 

Information is shown in plain site, you just have to know how to read and interpret it
properly.

Alpha = ah relax, horse power, pl people, French female/Los Angeles, limited
production, PhD, ha the King El laughing like a God.

Ha comes from my creation of my Meridian female lead protagonist Halee Leaan Arnit. I
went to a hotel in 2011-2012 and wrote this down trying Ha. Le. Arnit. Also means ha
learn it. I was rubbing my female in his face.

All of the following information was encoded into the name of former CIA director Gina
Haspel using MK Alpha Linguistics protocol from the extraterrestrial King El.

Gina Haspel = gi soldier, not available, ah relax, in, a hospital, ha, as, petroleum
engineer, King El, has, as, society of petroleum engineers, petroleum engineer, King El.

Lepsah anig, French male, extended play, post script written after, sex appeal/sex
assault, relax. A, black person, I guess.

Class structures are represented. All sorts of 21st century complex behavioral
interactions.

Primate Sentience Protocol found in the NE (New England, New Era) corner of my
overlaid name TYLER which is a pictogram of the outlook progression of our species
and events during the millennium. Its a plutocratic picogram. The Y are the enemy to
Gods children. One of the pieces of information the pictogram shows is a graph of
populations of class structures/intended unintended pregnancies/optimum genetic
data/Haves and have nots/ its a Taoist representation of a relationship. Things only exist
in relation to other things in physics including inferred references to the logical
interpretation of comparative symbols such as the top half and bottom half of the
pictogram of TYLER.


